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Bruno pelletier moon

Moon, you shining your light, the night of Paris, how a man suffers all for loveClear, lonely starSo away, when he returnsHearUp back there so high the cry of the worldPleave to hear the cry, of a man in pain For whom all these millions of stars Do not shine like those bright eyesAAAE with a mortal loveMoonMoon, please don't
disappearFirst you have time to hear HearJustHow screams the heart of the human beastSupent the cry, Quasimodo screamsHe has cries for his heart is fullThe voice over the mountains flies So high, that I know he flies in youMoonSee, how this man aspires To join, his bad voice with angelsMoon, you who shine your lightFor poets as
they writeBad, how a man suffers allFor loveДругие текстل песен Notre Dame de Paris (English) You will find under the horoscope of Bruno Pelletier with his interactive diagram , an excerpt from his astrological portrait and his planetary dominates. If you know the time of Bruno Pelletier's birth, we would appreciate it if you send us your
information with your source, stars@astrotheme.com. To thank you for helping to strengthen our astrological database, we will be happy to send you the astrological portrait (34 pages) of this celebrity. Select an object to display more information Select an object to display more information Aries Motto: I am21 March - 20 April 1st Fire Sign
- 1st Cardinal symbol (spring equinox) - Male In proportion to Mars, its ruler, and the 1st Aries Corps governs the head. His color is red, his stone is the sunflower, his day is Tuesday, and his professions are businessman, policeman, athlete, surgeon... If your sign is Aries or your Rising Aries: you are courageous, honest, enthusiastic,
dynamic, fast, bold, expansive, warm, impulsive, adventurous, fearless, bellicular, competitive, but also naïve, bossy, self-centered, impatient, hasty, reckless, blundering, childish, fast, bold or primitive. Some traditional associations with Aries: Countries: England, France, Germany, Denmark. Cities: Marseille, Florence, Naples,
Birmingham, Wroclaw, Leicester, Capua, Verona. Animals: Rams and sheep. Food: Leeks, hops, onions, shallots, spices. Herbs and aromatics: mustard, capers, Cayenne pepper, chili peppers. Flowers and plants: thistle, mint, brions, honeysuckle. Trees: hawthorns, thorny trees and shrubs. Stones, metals and salts: diamonds, iron,
potassium phosphate. For more information, see the page dedicated to the sign of Aries. Taurus Motto: I have April 21 - May 20 1st Earth sign - 1st Fixed sign - Female In proportion to Venus, its ruler, and the 2nd House Taurus governs the neck and neck. Its color is green or brown, its stone is the Her day is Friday, her professions are
cook, artist, real estate agent, banker, singer... If your sign is Taurus or your Up-and-Coming is Taurus: you are loyal, stable, durable, patient, tough, persistent, strong, focused, sensual, stable, specific, realistic, stable, stable, strong, constructive, persistent. You need security, but you're also stubborn, rigid, possessive, vicious,
materialistic, stable or slow. Some traditional associations with bull: Countries: Switzerland, Greek islands, Ireland, Cyprus, Iran. Cities: Dublin, Palermo, Parma, Luzern, Mantua, Leipzig, St. Louis, Ischia, Capri. Animals: cattle. Food: apples, pears, berries, corn and other cereals, grapes, artichokes, asparagus, beans. Herbs and
aromatics: sorels, mint, cloves. Flowers and plants: poppies, roses, digitales, violets, primroses, aquilegia, daisies. Trees: apple trees, pears, figs, cypresses, ashes. Stones, minerals and salts: calcium sulphate, calcium and potassium, emeralds. For more information, see the page dedicated to the sign of Taurus. Gemini Motto: I think
May 21st - June 21st Air Signal - 1st Mutable sign - Male In proportion to mercury, its ruler, and the 3rd Gemini House governs arms, lungs and chest. His color is green or silver, his stone is crystal, his day is Wednesday, his professions are journalist, lawyer, presenter, dancer, salesman, travel agent, teacher... If your sign is Gemini or if
your Up-and-Coming is Gemini: you are expressive, alive, versatile, fast, humorous, bubbly, playful, sociable, intelligent, curious, capricious, independent, versatile, intelligent, flexible, intelligent, imaginative, charming, imaginative but also whimsical, scattered, moody, unconnected, indifferent, indifferent, fragile, ironic or variable. Some
traditional associations with gemini: Countries: Belgium, Wales, United States, Lower Egypt, Sardinia, Armenia. Cities: London, Plymouth, Cardiff, Melbourne, San Francisco, Nuremberg, Bruges, Versailles. Animals: monkeys, butterflies, parrots, budgerigars. Food: dried fruits, chestnuts, vegetables at ground level: peas, beans, etc. Herbs
and aromatics: anise, marjoram, lemon balm, cumin. Flowers and plants: lilies of the valley, lavender, myrtle, ferns, venus-hair-ferns, bittersweets. Trees: walnuts such as chestnut trees. Stones, metals and salts: agates, mercury, silicates and potash. For more information, see the page dedicated to Gemini's sign. Cancer Motto: I Feel
June 22 - July 22 1st Water Mark - 2nd Cardinal Sign (Summer Solstice) - Female In proportion to the Moon, its ruler, and the 4th House Cancer governs the stomach and chest. Its color is white or black, its stone is the moonstone, its day is Monday, its professions are catering, hotel trade, property, antiker, archaeologist... If your sign is
Cancer or Unassisted is Cancer: you are emotional, emotional, peaceful, imaginative, sensitive, loyal, resilient, protective, vulnerable, generous, romantic, nostalgic, tender, maternal or paternal, dreamy, unscrupulous, greedy, devoted but also Timor, unrealistic, evasive, anxious, dependent, stubborn, moody, lazy, sensitive, unconnected
or inaccessible. Some Some cancer relations: Netherlands, Scotland, North and West Africa, New Zealand, Paraguay, Algeria. Cities: Amsterdam, Manchester, Tokyo, New York, Istanbul, Stockholm, Milan, Venice, Genoa, Candice, Alger, Tunis, Bern, Magdeburg. Animals: crabs, animals with shells. Food: milk, fish, watery fruits and
vegetables, turnips, white and red cabbages. Herbs and aromatics: tarragon, vervena, saxifra. Flowers and plants: geraniums, white roses and white flowers in general, water lilies, morning glory, bear pants, and lilies. Trees: all trees full of hammer. Stones, metals and salts: pearls, silver, lime and calcium phosphate. For more information,
see the page dedicated to the sign of Cancer. Leo Motto: I LoveJuly 23 - August 22 2nd Fire Sign - 2nd Fixed Sign - Male In proportion to the Sun, its ruler, and the 5th House Leo governs the heart and spine, and eyes, according to some authors. Its color is gold or orange, its stone is the diamond, its day is Sunday, its professions are
actor, director, jeweler, fashion and arts, and action (e.g. fireman)... If your sign is a lion or your rising lion: you are proud, determined, strong-willed, faithful, official, generous, ambitious, courageous, heroic, conqueror, creative, confident, seductive, happy, bold, fiery, majestic, honest, magnanimous, charismatic, kind, gentle, dramatic but
also bossy, vain, sensitive, bossy, stubborn, intolerant, self-centered, violent, violent, unmed. Some traditional associations with leo: Countries: Italy, Romania, Sicily, Czechoslovakia, Iraq, Lebanon, Southern France. Cities: Rome, Prague, Mumbai, Madrid, Philadelphia, Chicago, Los Angeles, Bath, Bristol, Portsmouth, Syracuse,
Checkers. Animals: lions and felines in general. Food: meat and especially red meat, rice, honey, cereals, grapes, iron-rich vegetables: cardamom, spinach, etc. Herbs and aromatics: saffron, mint, rosemary, common rue (Ruta graveolens). Flowers and plants: marigolds, sunflowers, celandines, passion flowers. Trees: palm trees, bay
leaf, walnuts, olives, lemon trees and orange trees. Stones, metals and salts: gold, rubies, magnesium and sodium phosphate. For more information, see the page dedicated to leo's sign. Virgo Slogan: Serving August 23 - September 22nd Earth sign - 2nd Mutagenic sign - Female In proportion to Mercury, its ruler, and the 6th Virgo house
governs the intestine. Her color is green or yellow, her stone is the gate, her day is Wednesday, her professions are accountant, secretary, writer, computer scientist, nurse, doctor... If your sign is Virgo or Your Ascendant is Virgo: you are brainy, perceptive, attentive to detail and numbers, serious, competent, meticulous, logical, mediocre,
logical, neat, well organized, clean, hard work, fore provision, honest, loyal, loyal, shy, helpful, perfectionist, but also narrow-minded, calculating, irritating, petty, restless, cold, repressed or caustic. Some traditional traditional with Virgo: Countries: Brazil, Greece, Turkey, West Indies, United States (same as Gemini), Yugoslavia, Crete,
Mesopotamia, Lower Silesia, State of Virginia. Cities: Paris, Boston, Athens, Lyon, Corinthia, Heidelberg, spa cities in general. Animals: dogs, cats and all pets. Food: root vegetables: carrots, celery, kohlrabias, potatoes etc... Also dried fruits such as chestnuts. Herbs and aromatics: the same as twins whose ruler is mercury too, lilies of



the valley, lavender, myrtles, ferns, Venus-hair-ferns, bittersweet, clovers. Flowers and plants: small bright flowers, especially blue and yellow, such as dandelions, buttercups, yellow dead nettles, buglosses, forget-me-nots; cardamom, oak leaves, acorns. Trees: all walnut trees, e.g. hazelnut... Stones, metals and salts: serdonia (red
gate), mercury, nickel, potassium sulphate and iron phosphate. For more information, see the page dedicated to the virgin spot. Libra Motto: we are23 September - 22 October 2nd Air Sign - 3rd Cardinal sign (autumnal equinox) - Male In proportion to Aphrodite, its ruler and the 7th House Libra governs the kidneys and bladder. Its color is
blue or red (not very bright), its stone is the opal, its day is Friday, its professions are in beauty, luxury or fashion industry, musician, artistic creator, lawyer, mediator ... If your sign is Libra or Your Up-and-Coming is Libra: you are emotional, charming, kind, refined, loyal, pacifist, fair, distinguished, light, romantic, educated, ethereal,
handsome, well-settled, perfectionist, calm, sweet, tolerant, sociable, elegant, discreet, seductive, aesthetic, forgiving, but also hesitant, weak, indecisive, selfish, fragile, scared, timid, cool, even insensitive. Some traditional associations with libra: Countries: Japan, Canada, Indo-China, South Pacific Islands, Burma, Argentina, Upper
Egypt, Tibet. Cities: Lisbon, Vienna, Frankfurt, Leeds, Nottingham, Johannesburg, Antwerp, Fribourg. Animals: lizards and small reptiles. Food: berries, apples, pears, grapes, artichokes, asparagus, beans, spices, corn and other cereals. Herbs and aromatics: mint, cayenne pepper. Flowers and plants: hydrangea, large roses, blue flowers
and those associated with bull are also ruled by Aphrodite, that is, poppies, digitales, violets, primroses, aquilegia, and daisies. Trees: ashes, poplars, apple trees, pears, figs, cypresses. Stones, metals and salts: sapphires, jade, copper, potassium and sodium phosphate. For more information, see the page dedicated to the Libra symbol.
Scorpio Slogan: we haveOctober 23 - 21 November 2nd Water Mark - 3rd Fixed Sign - Female In proportion to Pluto, the ruler with Mars, and the 8th Scorpio House governs sexual organs and the anus. Her color is black or dark red, her stone is malachite, her day is Tuesday, her professions are gynecologist, psychiatrist, detective, army,
army, stockbroker, asset manager... If your sign is Scorpio or is Scorpio: you are secretive, powerful, authoritarian, durable, intuitive, manifested, charismatic, magnetic, strong-willed, perspicacious, passionate, creative, independent, lively, generous, loyal, hardworking, persistent, untamable, possessive, cunning, ambitious, sexual, proud,
intense, competitive but also aggressive, destructive, persistent, restless, tyrannical, perverted, sadistic, violent, self-centered, complex, jealous. Some traditional scorpion compounds: Morocco, Norway, Algeria, Syria, Korea, Uruguay, Transvaal. Cities: Washington, New Orleans, Valencia, Liverpool, Milwaukee, Fess, Halifax, Hull,
Cincinnati. Animals: insects and other invertebrates. Food: the same strong tasty foods as for Aries: red meat, garlic, onions, leeks, spices. Herbs and aromatics: aloe, witch hazelnuts, nepeta, mustard, capers, peppers. Flowers and plants: geraniums, rhododendre, thistle, mint, honeysuckle. Trees: black thorns, shrubs. Stones, metals
and salts: opals, steel and iron, calcium sulphate and sodium. For more information, see the page dedicated to the Scorpio sign. Archer Motto: we think22 November - 20 December 3rd Fire sign - 3rd Mutable sign - Male In proportion to Zeus, its ruler, and the 9th Sagittarius House governs the thighs and liver. Its color is indigo, orange or
red, its stone is the carbuncle, its day is Thursday, its professions are explorer, commercial traveler, pilot, philosopher, writer, clergyman ... If your sign is Sagittarius or Rising is Sagittarius: you are charismatic, fiery, energetic, likeable, well-intentioned, well-intentioned, neat, cheerful, optimistic, extroverted, fun, simple, flamboyant,
charming, independent, adventurous, simple, bold, exuberant, friendly, but also angry, selfish, bossy, unconnected, unfaithful, brutal, unreliable, unscrupulous, naughty, or derogatory. Some traditional associations with archer: Countries: Spain, Australia, Hungary, South Africa, Arabia, Yugoslavia. Cities: Stuttgart, Toledo, Budapest,
Cologne, Avignon, Sheffield, Naples, Toronto. Animals: fallow deer, buttocks, and the Cervidae family. Food: grapefruit, raisins, onions, leeks, bulb vegetables. Herbs and aromatics: anise, sage, blueberries, cinnamon, north, moss, sage, raspberry, patience, balm. Flowers and plants: dandelions, cloves, thistle. Trees: muri, chestnut trees,
ashes, lemon trees, oaks. Stones, metals and salts: topaz, tin, silica, potassium chloride. For more information, see the page dedicated to the Sagittarius sign. Capricorn Motto: achieve December 21 - January 19 3rd Earth sign - 4th Cardinal sign (winter solstice) - Female In proportion to Saturn, its ruler, and the 10th Capricorn House
governs the knees, bones and the Her color is black, or gray, green or brown, her stone is jade, her day is Saturday, her professions are political, researcher, lawyer, scientist, engineer, administrator... If if you the sign is Capricorn or your Ascendant is Capricorn: you are serious, cold, disciplined, patient, focused, thoughtful, ambitious,
indomiable, attentive, lucid, persistent, thoughtful, stable, introverted, strict, deliberate, hard-working, responsible, persistent, honest, realistic, loyal, restrained, determined, moralistic, quiet, strict, attached and trustworthy. But you can also be abrupt, retired, calculating, petty, cruel, unpleasant, ruthless, selfish, dull, rigid, slow or skeptical.
Some traditional associations with Capricorn: Countries: India, Mexico, Afghanistan, Macedonia, Thrace, the Yugoslav coast, the Orkneys and the Shetland Islands, Albania, Bulgaria, Saxony. Cities: Delhi, Oxford, Brussels, Mexico, Port-Saïd, Gent, Constance, Mecklenburg, all administrative centers of the capitals. Animals: goats, pigs
and animals with divided hooves. Food: meat, potatoes, barley, beets, spinach, medlars, onions, quinces, flour and starchy foods in general. Herbs and aromatics: hemp, comfreys, centaur, henbanes, henbanes. Flowers and plants: ivies, wild pancettas, amaranths, pancettas. Trees: pines, heis, flowering ashes, aspens, poplars, others.
Stones, metals and salts: turquoise, amethysts, silver, lead, calcium phosphate, calcium fluoride. For more information, see the page dedicated to the sign of Capricorn. Aquarius Slogan: we loveJanuary 20 - February 18 3rd Air Sign - 4th Fixed Sign - Male In proportion to the Ruler's Sky, with Saturn, and the 11th Aquarius House governs
the ankles and feet. His color is navy blue or indigo, his stone is sapphire, his day is Saturday, his professions are astrologer, high tech, scientist, astronaut, psychiatrist, actor, electrician... If your sign is Aquarius or your Up-and-Coming is Aquarius: you are idealistic, altruistic, independent, independent, original, amazing, charismatic,
contradictory, innovative, humanitarian, likeable, friendly, confident, apathetic, quiet, intuitive, creative, charitable, elusive, unsettling, generous, tolerant, paradoxical, and you can't bear any restrictions. But you can also be marginal, resigned, distant, utopian, misfit, eccentric and cold. Some traditional associations with Aquarius:
Countries: Russia, Sweden, Poland, Israel, Iran, Abyssyia. Cities: Moscow, Salzburg, Bremen, Hamburg, St. Petersburg. Animals: long distance large birds, such as albatross. Food: citrus fruits, apples, limes, dried fruit and easily preserved foods. Herbs and aromatics: peppers, hot red peppers, star fruits and general herbs that are spicy
or with an unusual taste. Flowers and plants: orchids, dancing ladies, polygon. Trees: fruit trees. Stones, metals and salts: aquamarines, aluminium, chloride and magnesium phosphate. For more information, see the page dedicated to the sign of Aquarius. Pisces Slogan: we serve19 February - 20 March 3rd Water Mark - 4th Moudania
sign - Female In proportion to her Poseidon ruler with Zeus, and the 12th 12th Pisces governs the legs and blood circulation. Its color is green or purple or turquoise blue, its stone is amethyst, its day is Thursday, its professions are maritime art and and long journeys, musician, social and emergency worker, doctor, writer and jobs in
remote places ... If your sign is Pisces or Your Ascendant is Pisces: you are emotional, sensitive, dedicated, adaptable, nice, wild, compassionate, romantic, imaginative, flexible, opportunist, intuitive, impossible to categorize, irrational, seductive, placid, secretive, introverted, enjoyable, artistic, and charming. But you can also be
indecisant, moody, confused, wavering, lazy, scattered, vulnerable, unpredictable and gullible. Some traditional associations with Pisces: Countries: Portugal, Scandinavia, small Mediterranean islands, Gobi Desert, Sahara. Cities: Jerusalem, Warsaw, Alexandria, Seville, Santiago de Compostella. Animals: fish, aquatic mammals and all
animals living in the water. Food: melons, cucumbers, lettuce, vegemite sugar, pumpkins. Herbs and aromatics: lemon, cochorio, lime, moss. Flowers and plants: water lilies, shea, aquatic plants. Trees: fig trees, shea, aquatic trees. Stones, metals and salts: sunflowers, moonstone, platinum, tin, iron phosphate and potassium sulphate.
For more information, see the page dedicated to the Pisces symbol. Sun 14°39' LeoSun AspectsSun Square Neptune Sphere -3°52'Sun opposite Saturn Sphere -7°06'Sun Semi-Square Venus Orb -0°48'Sun combination of Mercury Sphere +9°29'Sun Quintile Ascendant Ball -1°04'Sun sextile Mars orb -5°37' The sun represents vitality,
individuality, will-power and creative energy and values. For a woman, she also represents her father, and later her husband. The Sun is one of the most important symbols on the birth chart, as much as the Rising, then the Moon (a little less for a man), the ruler of the Rising and the fast-moving planets. The clue is fire. It's hot and dry, it
rules Leo, it's exalted in Aries and it's in proportion to the heart. Does he represent the boss, the power, next to the father and the husband? the age of the Sun goes from 20 years to about 40, after the time of Venus, when one knows his seductive power. Temperament: Bilious Engraving: Emotional, Active, Secondary, Passionate Type.
For more information, see the page dedicated to the Sun. You show a firm will and a certain courtesy of the heart. You can use, and sometimes, you abuse your powers of persuasion in your efforts to project a brilliant image of yourself. Your generosity is unlimited to people who do not compete with your beliefs. But I don't to be refuted,
and do not tolerate mistakes and defeats. You are sensitive to power struggles and you are trying to keep your image and your panache free from all the stain. No one can step on your toes! Leo is ambitious and does not rest until the exposed power he has conquered is respected. Therefore, you duly fulfil You are assigned, but above all,
you make a price point to show that you are up to any situation. Whenever you have the opportunity to prove yourself in your activity, your fighting spirit, your majestic powers of persuasion and your conquering mind are amazing. You have to have power. It is necessary for you to feel comfortable and be at your best. Leo has to be careful
not to confuse his territory with that of his neighbor! Respect for borders - emotional, social and professional - can save you from the illusions and backlashes inherent in love for power. If this condition is met, individual legitimate ambition becomes a source of creativity. Sun Sovereign If the Sun is part of your planetary dominant birthday
chart, in astrology, it is said to be a Solarian: you abhor pettiness and Machiavellian maneuvering, and you are fond of natural politeness, as well as of direct and honest attitude. You try to get out of confusing or dark situations as soon as possible. Your need for transparency can lead you to make cut and dried judgments, such as yes or
no, and black or white. However, your honesty commands an appreciation of your environment. Sometimes you meet the bossy. It is true that you never want to think about the notable absence, and that you manage to make people pay attention to you as well as to your plans and your considerations. To this end, Solarian sometimes
develops a great talent to put himself under the spotlight without missing a single opportunity to provoke interest. Some other Solari, though more discreet, still manage to be the focus of any discussion, even in exclusionary situations. It's your way of being there even if you're not there... More than other people, you appreciate the
appreciation he has for you. It is useless to cheat with you, since in all areas you consider creating lasting relationships only with those who love you, admire you, respect you, or express some degree of love for you. Your will to take care of your interpersonal relationships is your strength and sometimes your Achilles heel. You can't
achieve anything in the background. Therefore, your communication is characterized by heroism, and your positions lack ambiguity, in the sense that your commitments are infallible, and your repulsion is final. Social, happy and human character. One is committed to helping to strengthen the collective good through spiritual work. Fame
and authority can be achieved in all careers that require altruism, social work and collaboration with a network of friends. N.B.: symbolic degrees belong to a branch of fatalistic astrology. Their interpretation be considered with the utmost care, especially since different authors give different meanings to symbolic degrees. That is why they
are not included in our Astrotheme reports. If you want, you can immediately receive in your mailbox your detailed astrological a nice gift for you or for your close friends and relatives, who will appreciate it deeply. Moon 3°32' ScorpioMoon AspectsMoon Square Midheaven orb +1°22'Moon Combination Neptune orb +7°14'Moon Square
Saturn orb +4°01'Moon Combination Rising Sphere +7°57'Moon sextile Uran us orb +3°41'Moon trine Jupiter orb +7°07'Moon sesqui-quadrate Mars orb -1°44'Moon sextile Pluto orb -5°26' The Moon represents an instinctive reaction, unconscious destination, daily mood, sensitivity, emotions, the feminine side of personality , intuition,
imagination. For a man, he represents his mother and later his wife, and his relationship with women in general. For a woman, the Moon is almost as important as the Sun and the Rising. Its element is water, it's cold and moist, it rules cancer, it's exalted in Taurus and it's in proportion to the stomach. It symbolizes the mother, the woman,
the crowd, the Moon is connected to birth and childhood. Tradition also matches the end of life, after Saturn is old, so it is customary to go back to one's place of birth to die: the end of life meets the beginning. Temperament: Lymphatic Engraving: Emotional, inactive and primary type or non-emotional, inactive and initial, nervous or
amorphous type. For more information, see the page dedicated to the Moon. On the day and at the time of your birth, the Moon was in scorpio's sign. Your instincts profoundly affect your thought process and your actions. There's a lot of impulsiveness and violence in you. But it's just the other side of your coin's direct and innate
receptiveness that gives you the amazing ability to perceive what's really at stake in any given situation. You also have excellent psychological skills. You are impervious to dominant trends and flavors and prefer to create a unique lifestyle for yourself alone. You are very selective in your intimate realm and accept as friends only persons
who can be physically integrated into your quite special realm. Carefully maintain your distance with all intruders. Proximity takes time. Moon Sovereign If the Moon is part of your planetary dominant birthday chart, in astrology, it is said to be a Lunar: the driving force behind your actions is mainly the pursuit of prosperity and serenity. Your
sensitive and romantic self lives in those rest periods in which you let your imagination wander at will. This is your way of finding inspiration and balance. Nothing is allowed to disturb the feeling of fulfillment and security within a harmonious cell, be it a family or a tribe. More than other people, Lunarian is connected to those moments when
someone his worries and lets himself drift aimlessly, with no other goal than to be doused in an atmosphere, a situation, or a perfect moment. Many people do not understand such absences and their meaning, which is to regain power. These people describe you easily with such flattering flattery as apathy and gibberish. Don't worry about
it! Some inspirations require tradition, as well as achieving balance derived from alternative action and passivity. Your properties are fully expressed in situations that require familiarity and privacy. Your ability to respect and mix in your environment is at least as valuable as other people's aggressive moods. However, it is a good thing to
avoid sluggishness and re-indifference from laziness or indifference. Calm, generous and loving character endowed with great artistic gifts. All art forms are very favored, especially music, but also poetry, dance, painting, cinema, etc. Success and global fame are achieved through artistic disciplines. N.B.: symbolic degrees belong to a
branch of fatalistic astrology. Their interpretation should be considered with the utmost care, especially since different authors give different meanings to symbolic degrees. That is why they are not included in our Astrotheme reports. If you want, you can immediately receive in your mailbox a detailed astrological portrait of you, a nice gift
for yourself or for your close friends and relatives, who will appreciate it deeply. Mercury 24°09' LeoMercury AspectsMercury combination Uranus sphere +5°42'Hermes sextile Upward sphere +1°26'Sun sphere Mercury combination +9°29'Hermes sextile Mars orb +3°51' Mercury represents communication, logical and logical mind,
spiritual skills. The Earth is its element, it is cold and dry, and it rules Virgo and Gemini, it is exalted in Virgo and is in proportion to the hands, hands, nervous system. It represents traders, lawyers, messengers; the age of Mercury goes from 8 or 10 years to about 15.. Temperament: Nervous Engraving: Emotional, inactive and primary
type or non-emotional, active and primary, nervous or sanguine type. For more information, see the page dedicated to Mercury. Hermes describes your relationships, your communication skills and how you relate to the outside world. However, other astrological elements also affect these regions. The mark occupied by Mercury is only
important if Mercury is part of your planetary sovereigns. On your chart, Hermes is on Leo. You want to explain and control complex situations. Express yourself clearly and directly, at the risk of harming your environment. Communication means to calculate the character and specificity of each individual; you need to understand and
define the personality of your interlocutor in order to clarify the relationship. On the human level, you are sensitive to the struggles of power and the power exerted. Mercury dominant If mercury is part of the dominants of your genital chart, in astrology, are said to be Mercurian: tradition highlights the importance of communication. From
dormant but enriching chatter to the observation gift, such a sovereign endows you with a wide range of expression. People have a thousand folds and a thousand thousand wear according to the circumstances and fortunes of the game of life. You take on the role of an observer who is greedy for innovations, discoveries, and surprises.
Everything gets your attention and becomes an opportunity for new encounters, relationships and learning. People surprise you, entertain you sometimes and stimulate your curiosity. Because the most important thing is to discover, and because you feel that each new situation is filled with possibilities, you try to fill in the gaps in your
knowledge. Although your open mind can scatter your centers of interest, it also allows you to carefully avoid sticking to a single unchanged and rigid view. The slightest sign allows you to perceive the other side of the coin, as well as the infinite complexity of people and situations. On the human level, you seek dialogue and information
without which you know that you are not able to fully understand the nature of your interlocutor. This intense interest in the Unknown sharpens your inter-relational abilities. All these properties are traditionally associated with mercury. Quiet, patient and determined character. Someone has strong ties to the ground. One is intelligent and
ready to work hard to acquire the knowledge and skills needed to improve one's position. Life unfolds happily and comfortably although one is unlikely to grow into a very prominent position. One enjoys a good health throughout life. N.B.: symbolic degrees belong to a branch of fatalistic astrology. Their interpretation should be considered
with the utmost care, especially since different authors give different meanings to symbolic degrees. That is why they are not included in our Astrotheme reports. If you want, you can immediately receive in your mailbox a detailed astrological portrait of you, a nice gift for yourself or for your close friends and relatives, who will appreciate it
deeply. Venus 28°51' VirgoVenus AspectsSun semi-square Venus sphere -0°48'Venus sextile Midheaven sphere -3°18'Venus semi-sextile Uranus sphere -0°59' Venus represents the way she loves, relationships, sharing, influence, seductive ability. For men, it also corresponds to the kind of woman who is attracted (but not especially to
the marriage most symbolized by the Moon, Venus is the lover and not the wife). Its element is the Air, it is moist, it rules bull and Libra, it is exalted in the Pisces and is in proportion to the kidneys, the venous system, the bladder, the neck. It represents artists, merchants, professions associated with beauty and charm. the age of
Aphrodite goes from 15 to about 25 years old. Temperament: Sanguine and lymphatic engraving: Emotional, inactive and type or emotional, inactive and secondary type. For more information, see the page dedicated to Aphrodite. Venus describes your emotional life. On the day of your birth, he is in Virgo. Controlling your emotions is
essential for you. You need to understand all aspects of the emotional life. Therefore, you do not commit your influence to thorny or dangerous routes. This attitude can be interpreted as a form of reserve, modesty or contraction. You complicate your love affairs for fun... Moderation in all things, even especially in love! Appearances are
misleading: your behaviour may seem cautious, even shy or cowardly, however, your influence is strong... Your heart is discreet and its impulses are controlled and moderate. You don't want your relationship to run out of control. Your soul is faithful, you are useful when necessary and avoid crises, conflicts and tragedies so as not to
endanger your couple. You are willing to maintain the balance of your unions. But, as you try too relentlessly to keep your happiness intact, you may lose it. You don't dare play the games of passion and love at first sight. You're afraid of burning feelings. In these circumstances, it is important not to drown your feelings and risk living a
passionate love. Emotions cannot be calculated and obey very few laws. Venus Dominant If Venus is part of your planetary dominant birthday chart, in astrology, it is said to be a Venusian: you are a sensual and emotional person particularly receptive to the natural likes and dislikes awakened by your contact with people. You are prone to
frequent instinctive inverses and true passions driven solely by a feeling of love. The heart has its reasons why the Word knows nothing... Your balance is based on the richness of your emotional life. Without love, Aphrodite is without resources, lost and deprived of all reason for life. You have an obvious and strong will to charm and
stimulate attachments without which you cannot function properly. Every area of your life is thus characterized by your influence. The danger is that it can be taken from the charm. In such cases, you'd rather keep your emotions in better control. So hyper-sensitivity has its own annoyances. Nevertheless, better than anyone else, you know
how to play with emotions and sights. Although you are sometimes trapped in the traps of an over sensitive sentimentality, emotions remain your best assets in many cases. There is another aspect of Venus dominant. According to Tradition, this planet rules the Arts, and you are endowed with some degree of artistic dispositions, ranging
from good to extraordinary. Altruistic, unassuming and resilient character. One is lonely and enjoys spending big moments pondering loneliness, but one also appreciates attending official glamorous ceremonies. Thanks to a imagination, one is able to achieve great creative projects. There may be a strong religious mission. If in the birth
chart, Mars is obvious, there is a tendency towards violence. If Venus is strong, this degree indicates that intense sensuality is reined in by self-control. The constellation Argo Canvis gives a deep interest education, promotes knowledge accumulated through travel and underlines the influence of altruism, faith and philosophy. N.B.:
symbolic degrees belong to a branch of fatalistic astrology. Their interpretation should be considered with the utmost care, especially since different authors give different meanings to symbolic degrees. That is why they are not included in our Astrotheme reports. If you want, you can immediately receive in your mailbox a detailed
astrological portrait of you, a nice gift for yourself or for your close friends and relatives, who will appreciate it deeply. Mars 20°17' GeminiMars AspectsMars trine Ascendant orb +5°17'Mercury sextile Mars orb +3°51'Moon sesqui-quadrate Mars orb -1°44'Sun sextile Mars orb -5°37'Mars sesqui-quadrate Saturn orb -2°16' Mars comres the
desire for action and physical energy, sexuality, power. For a woman, Mars corresponds to the kind of man who is attracted (but not especially in marriage symbolized rather by the Sun, Mars is the lover, not the husband). Fire is its element, it is hot and dry, and it governs Aries and Scorpios (along with Pluto), it is exalted with Capricorn
and is in proportion to the muscles and spleen. It represents soldiers, athletes, warriors, surgeons, blacksmiths... the age of Mars goes from 42 to 50 years old. Temperament: Bilious Engraving: Emotional, Active, Primary Type. It's choleric. For more information, see the page dedicated to Mars. The planet Mars shows how you react to life
specific stimulation. It also describes your fighting spirit, your ability to defend yourself and take action. With Mars in the Twins, for you, the action is a move in progress. Your decisions are quick and usually well adapted to the situation. There's an element of unpredictability in your behaviors. When you have an idea, you need to apply it
immediately. Language is your favorite weapon and conversations are your main means of action. Hypothetical experiments follow: you don't hesitate to do, just look and respond to the whims of your curiosity. You react very quickly to any stimulation. However, you can be lacking in perseverance and don't see it helpful to focus on an
obstacle. You prefer to look for another solution and try a new approach. In any case, no one can blame you for your stubborn. Mars sovereign If Mars is part of the planetary masters of your genital chart, in astrology, it is said that you are Marsian: in the melee for life, you show an acute and active sense of confrontation with the world,
with other people and with your own destiny. You have to take action and fight for your projects and desires. all situations with deep intensity and you react to the here and now without bothering to back off to ensure that the facts are under your control. You take challenges with excessive recklessness as a consequence of your
impulsiveness. However, than anyone else, you know how to mobilise your resources in the event of a crisis. You can take action whenever necessary to do so, and you are present in time. With Mars, your attitude is dictated by the reality of the moment, by your feelings, and by everything that turned out to have worked in the past. When
this dominant is not well integrated, it can bring about aggressive or impulsive behavior. Therefore, you need to learn to control your hyper-sensitivity and fit your temperament. You are also endowed with Marsian qualities: the fighting spirit and taste for duel without which one can find yourself overwhelmed by the events. When this
willpower is well channeled, its precious energy allows it to cope with all kinds of contingencies. There are a thousand ways to win, and a thousand challenges to take on with the excitement and dynamism that make life so worthy. A specific idea of life that is wild, passionate, and in tune with the facts. Superficial, restless and adventurous
character. If the birth chart agrees, one can achieve fame and wealth in politics thanks to the support of strong and devoted friends. N.B.: symbolic degrees belong to a branch of fatalistic astrology. Their interpretation should be considered with the utmost care, especially since different authors give different meanings to symbolic degrees.
That is why they are not included in our Astrotheme reports. If you want, you can immediately receive in your mailbox a detailed astrological portrait of you, a nice gift for yourself or for your close friends and relatives, who will appreciate it deeply. Jupiter 10°39' Я PiscesIripiter AspectsJupiter opposite Pluto sphere -1°40'Jupiter trine
Neptune orb -0°07'Jupiter sesqui-quadrate Upward sphere +0°04'Moon tine Jupiter orb +7°07' Jupiter represents expansion and power, kindness, great vision and generosity. Its element is air, it is hot and humid, and governs Sagittarius and Pisces (along with Poseidon), it is exalted with Cancer and is in proportion to the hips and
endocrine system. It represents governors, judges, teachers, religious men as well; The age of Zeus goes from 50 to 55 or even 70 years old. Temperament: Sanguine Characterology: Emotional, Active, Primary Type; It's an extroverted Choleric. In fact, the liquid version of Mars, which tends to act like this. For more information, see the
page dedicated to Zeus. The planet Jupiter symbolizes expansion, breadth and generosity. Zeus is associated with the functions of composition, enthusiasm and optimism. In your birth chart, the location of his home is more important the position of its point, because, like Saturn, Uranus, Neptune and Pluto, it is a slow planet. Many people
born during the same period have Jupiter in the same sign. This is why the point occupied here is less important than when occupied by so-called fast planets, namely the Sun, Moon, Mercury, Venus and Mars. Therefore, some attention should be paid to as you read what follows. Zeus in the Pisces increases your natural generosity and
your ability to devotion. Your empathy is strong and you are willing to offer your strength and enthusiasm to the most deprived people and give unlimited help to others. Your imagination is strong and your emotions can be easily rekindled: with your sensitivity to alertness and unbridled influence, you belong to the category of people who
intuitively detect other people's sufferings and the most valuable qualities of the heart, as if they were a human radar. Jupiter Dominant If Jupiter is part of your planetary dominant birth chart, in astrology, it is said to be a Jupiterian: because this planet brings a keen interest in social and professional success, tradition considers it
beneficial. Indeed, you know how to adapt to events and jump at opportunity when it arises. Members of your environment gladly trust you with high responsibilities, because they are often impressed by your learning skills and adaptability skills as you engage in new structures and languages. What's the secret of your good star? It's your
confidence that wins the public's support. What's the secret to your charm? Sure, excitement, euphoria and exaltation. Exaggeration, too. When this dominant is well integrated, it is a factor of prosperity and optimism, and a certain degree of joviality allows you to easily fit in different areas. It is your main advantage in managing your life.
However, you should at times limit your desire for inclusion, lest your sense of opportunity turn into extreme opportunism. Here too, the key to success lies in a proper assessment of everyone's chances and abilities. Although management is one of your forte, and you can adjust your goals to current realities better than other people, you
lack the hindsight that allows you to avoid short-term whims and daily fluctuations. If you're trying too hard to adapt, you're in danger of betraying yourself. This is the other traditional side of the coin with The Greater Benefic! Sensual, fickle and impulsive character who misleads the sensuality and pleasures of the table, shamelessly.
Someone quickly goes crazy and gets bored so fast. Constantly going from one partner to another only brings about growing frustrations. One must understand the difference between sex and love, and that the former is more unlikely to last forever. If one does not pull oneself together, one day, one can wake up, in poor health, to
discover that the years have passed, and that someone has been left with an irrelevant life. If Pisces is considered a mute sign, this degree shows that gossip causes serious problems and that notoriety threatens men and women alike. N.B.: symbolic degrees belong to a branch of fatalistic astrology. Their interpretation should be treated
with the utmost care, especially since the various different in symbolic degrees. That is why they are not included in our Astrotheme reports. If you want, you can immediately receive in your mailbox a detailed astrological portrait of you, a nice gift for yourself or for your close friends and relatives, who will appreciate it deeply. Saturn 7°33'
Я Aquarius Asdonaina along The Sphere of Saturn -7°06'Cronos opposite the Sphere Midheaven -5°23'Crone Square Neptune Sphere -3°3° 1 3'Moon square Saturn sphere +4°01'Saturn inconjunction Pluto sphere -1°25'Mars sesqui-quadrate Saturn orb -2°16' Saturn represents concentration, effort, persistence, time, the harsh reality,
the inevitable consequences. The Earth is its element, it is cold and dry, and it governs Capricorn and Aquarius (along with Uranus), it is exalted in libra and is in proportion to bones (skeleton) and skin. It represents grandparents, the elderly, scientists, experienced men, Saturn corresponds to old age. Goes from 70 years to death.
Temperament: Nervous Engraving: Non-emotional, active and secondary type or emotional, inactive and secondary type or sometimes non-emotional, inactive and secondary type is a phlegm, emotional or empathic type For more information, see the page dedicated to Saturn. The planet Saturn symbolizes contraction, effort, time,
limitation and concentration. Saturn eliminates anything that's not authentic, sooner or later. It is impossible to deceive him as he gives an irresistible desire to form a coherent whole with himself, in responsible and wise ways. He's the big cleaner. It represents our limits and our truth. In your birth chart, the location of the house where
Saturn is positioned is more important than the position of its point because, like Jupiter, Uranus, Neptune and Pluto, it is a slow planet. Many people born during the same period have Saturn in the same sign. This is why the point occupied here is less important than when occupied by so-called fast planets, namely the Sun, Moon,
Mercury, Venus and Mars. Therefore, some caution should be exercised as you read what follows. Saturn in Aquarius endows you with the ability to deliver to collective sites, humanitarian causes or avant-gardist projects. Your sensitivity is withdrawn, but it is offset by your ability to manipulate human relationships in a bold and effective
way, which allows you to achieve your goals for the sake of a purpose. Saturn Dominant If Saturn is part of your planetary dominant birthday chart, in astrology, it is said to be a Saturn: you can gladly leave it to other people the decision to make life as it comes. As far as you're concerned, you'd rather use your experiences to discover,
grow up and ask yourself. Independent, wise and courageous character. One sees freedom as an invaluable treasure and pays little attention to secular goods. This degree symbolizes the dilemma between freedom with all its uncertainties and its security with all its limitations. Unless the birth birth shows otherwise, one resists the lure of
money and power. However, there is a risk of deprivation of liberty caused by political reasons. N.B.: symbolic degrees belong to a branch of fatalistic astrology. Their interpretation should be considered with the utmost care, especially since different authors give different meanings to symbolic degrees. That is why they are not included in
our Astrotheme reports. If you want, you can immediately receive in your mailbox a detailed astrological portrait of you, a nice gift for yourself or for your close friends and relatives, who will appreciate it deeply. Sky 29°51' LeoUranus AspectsMercury Combination Sky Sphere +5°42'M sexy Uralus orb +3°41'Uranus sextile Ascendant ball -
4°4 1 16'Uranus combination Pluto sphere +9°07'Venus semi-sextile Uranus sphere -0°59'Uranus quintile Neptune sphere -1°04' Uranus represents individual freedom, originality, independence, marginalisation, avant guard inspiration, extremely modernism. Fire is its element, it is dry, and it rules Aquarius, it is exalted with scorpion and
is in proportion to the brain and nerves. He represents inventors, strange characters, revolutionaries. Temperament: Nervous in Extreme Engraving: Emotional, Active, Secondary Type; He's a passionate guy. For more information, see the page dedicated to Uranus. The planet Uranus symbolizes the originality, independence and brain
energy that suddenly explodes. Heaven evokes the irresistible need for freedom that we have within us. Heaven tends to break the limitations that have become unbearable and gives us the courage and will to get rid of what has become a burden. when well aspected, it also shows genius. In your genital chart, the location of The House
of Heaven is more important than the position of its point, because, like Jupiter, Saturn, Neptune and Pluto, it is a slow planet. Many people born during the same period have Uranus in the same sign. This is why the point occupied here is less important than when occupied by so-called fast planets, namely the Sun, Moon, Mercury, Venus
and Mars. Therefore, some caution should be exercised as you read what follows. The positions of Uranus, Neptune and Pluto have collective meaning. They don't affect your personality unless they're involved in many aspects or when they highlight a personal part of your genital chart, such as the ruler of your Rising, a corner planet, that
is, a planet near The Rising, Midheaven, Nadir or The Descendant. In such cases, the activity of the slow planet is very stressed. Heaven in Leo endows you with and pride. You're happy you're different. At the same time, it stimulates your creativity and can bring sudden glory. Heaven sovereign If Heaven is part of the planetary rulers of
your genital map, in astrology, it is said that you are Heavenly: personal values prevail. Internal certainties feed into a rigid will and desire to for yourself as well as follow your beliefs through. This planet urges you to behave decisively, promote your own truth and start your own personal revolution. More than other people, you are willing to
maintain some degree of autonomy in all circumstances, and often displays an individualistic nature. To achieve the ideal of your freedom and independence, you can act as a despot as you try to convince and impose your views, either smoothly or vigorously. Regardless of the flexibility of your communication, some situations require
absolute stability, as well as uncompromising, honest and simple posture. People may criticize you for your intransigence and say you're hardcore. The views of the underdog don't matter! The most important thing is to act with every conscience and have your primary goals. More than anyone else, you know how to use your willpower and
focus your energy on an exact goal, relentlessly, whatever the consequences. In the chapter of properties, let's mention a clear sense of responsibility, an innovative mind open to technical and modern ideas, and a natural self-discipline that overcomes many an obstacle. Therefore, people are well advised not to hound you in a corner.
Petty, whining and servile. Instead of taking action, one prefers to continue to complain and dwell on one's misfortunes. However, if the genital chart shows dynamism, one can be successful in all professions related to agriculture, horse breeding, or horse competitions. N.B.: symbolic degrees belong to a branch of fatalistic astrology. Their
interpretation should be considered with the utmost care, especially since different authors give different meanings to symbolic degrees. That is why they are not included in our Astrotheme reports. If you want, you can immediately receive in your mailbox a detailed astrological portrait of you, a nice gift for yourself or for your close friends
and relatives, who will appreciate it deeply. Neptune 10°47' ScorpioNeptune AspectsJupiter trine Neptune orb -0°07'Sun square Neptune orb -3°52'Moon combination Neptune orb +7 °14'Crone square Neptune sphere -3°13'Poseidon sextile Pluto sphere +1°47'Uranus quintile Neptune orb -1°04' represents Neptune escape, impression,
daydreaming, illusions, carelessness, deception or intuition, dishonesty or inspiration, telepathy. Water is its element, it is moist, it governs Pisces, it is exalted in cancer, although some authors say it is Leo, and is in proportion to the plant system. It represents dreamers, psychics, magicians, merchants of illusion, Temperament: rather
Lymphatic Engraving: Emotional, Non-Active, Primary or Secondary type; He's an emotional, or sometimes amorphous guy. For more information, see the page dedicated to Poseidon. The planet Neptune symbolizes extreme receptivity, intense emotional acuity, impressability and inspiration. is it is planet of the media, mystics and
religious faith. In an astrological diagram, it shows dilution, ambiguity, understanding of the environment through emotions and the absence of clear and defined boundaries and structures. In your birth chart, the location of Neptune's home is more important than the location of its point, because, like Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus and Pluto, it is a
slow planet. Many people born in the same period have Poseidon in the same sign. This is why the point occupied here is less important than when occupied by so-called fast planets, namely the Sun, Moon, Mercury, Venus and Mars. Therefore, some caution should be exercised as you read what follows. The positions of Uranus,
Neptune and Pluto have collective meaning. They don't affect your personality unless they're involved in many aspects or when they highlight a personal part of your genital chart, such as the ruler of your Rising, a corner planet, that is, a planet near The Rising, Midheaven, Nadir or The Descendant. In such cases, the activity of the slow
planet is very stressed. Poseidon in Scorpio enhances your feelings and adds more efficiency to your sexuality. Your fantasies have no limit and enjoy the mysteries... Neptune Dominant If Neptune is part of the planetary dominants of your genital map, in astrology, it is said that you are Neptunian: your intuition is highly developed. You
are of a thoughtful nature and are particularly receptive to ambiguities, places and people. You gladly cultivate the art of letting go, and allow the natural unfolding of events to construct your world. You follow your inspirations for better or worse. Sometimes, you display an excellent gift of insight. You seem to be able to read your
subconscious like a book, and you can identify subtle underlying mechanisms, flaws, or open violations. This innate intuition could explain the strokes of good fortune that the Neptunian is sometimes credited with. However, it can also be the victim of hallucinations and misleading intuitions. You're an idealist and you let your deepest
ambitions take precedence over the reality of the moment. Then you start in search of some quixote goal, living like a Don Quixote who relentlessly pursues an impossible dream. You have a great talent for psychology and the mysteries of the human soul. Since you instinctively perceive people's intentions and motivations as you swim in
the complexity of human nature, you feel in your element. The subtlety of your insight is the source of both special affection and irrevocable rejections. Who is the such a sovereign? If it's not offset by other influences on your birth chart, you may not have an iron will. Your trump card is your instinct, which can develop to the extent that it
becomes sighted. Sleepless, intelligent and timid. One is so deeply engrossed in his research, in the occult, astrology and the mysteries of life that one overlooks the Hiding. Therefore, someone is caught by the guard when problems and trials occur. We need to be more careful and insightful if we are to achieve the success and
reputation that this degree promises. N.B.: symbolic degrees belong to a branch of fatalistic astrology. Their interpretation should be considered with the utmost care, especially since different authors give different meanings to symbolic degrees. That is why they are not included in our Astrotheme reports. If you want, you can immediately
receive in your mailbox a detailed astrological portrait of you, a nice gift for yourself or for your close friends and relatives, who will appreciate it deeply. Pluto 8°59' VirgoPluto AspectsIpier opposite Pluto sphere -1°40'Poseidon sextile Pluto sphere +1°47'Saturn inconjunction Pluto sphere -1°25'Uranus combination Pluto sphere +9°07'Moon
sextile Pluto sphere -5°26' Pluto represents deep transformations, mutations and miscarriages, sexuality and magnetism, power and secrets, destruction for the purpose of regeneration, the palm tree rising from the ashes. His lead is vague. burning (such as lava in fusion ;), the Scorpio rules, are exalted in Pisces and are in proportion to
sexual organs and excretion. is a passionate choleric type; for more information, see the page dedicated to Pluto; the planet Pluto symbolizes deep disturbances and turbulence , domination and sexual instincts, and the inner strength we have in ourselves. Pluto destroys to reconstruct and causes painful crises needed in transformation.
Pluto is the brutal power of our deepest instincts. It is the hidden and unconscious violence that can explode within us with incredible intensity before it is projected into our actions. In itself, the planet is not negative: the power and intensity of its energy is beyond the probable, but it can be channeled. Pluto is the only possibility at our
disposal to overcome our internal barriers and eliminate the overplanted states that have become inseparable. Pluto's energy is valuable because of its usefulness for irreversible destruction of what is a problem and not because of its negative side and perversion. Pluto allows the reconstruction and regeneration of parts of our personality
or entire parts of our lives, provided that we manage to channel its wild energy and take a step It is impossible to tame this energy, given its substance. However, it is possible to take advantage of this for a specific purpose, through a temporary identification of some of our parts with this action. In such a case, the result is our final
evolution and even our transformation. In your genital chart, the location of Pluto's home is more important than its point position, because, like Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus and Neptune, Neptune, It's a slow planet. Many people born in the same period have Pluto on the same mark. This is why the point occupied here is less important than
when occupied by so-called fast planets, namely the Sun, Moon, Mercury, Venus and Mars. Therefore, some caution should be exercised as you read what follows. The positions of Uranus, Neptune and Pluto have collective meaning. They don't affect your personality and shouldn't really be taken into account unless they are involved in
many aspects or when highlighting a personal point in your birth chart, such as the ruler of your Rising, an angular planet, that is, a planet near Ascendant, Midheaven, Nadir or The Descendant. In such cases, the activity of the slow planet is very stressed. Pluto in Virgo brings abilities of achievement but also obsessions, because your
natural instincts and anxiety give you the tendency to be doubtful. Pluto Sovereign If Pluto is part of the planetary rulers of your genital map, in astrology, it is said that you are Plutoian: sometimes you feel like an outsider who does not belong to the world, its laws and its concerns. The rules of life in society aren't necessarily yours. You
are interested in what is unknown and about the subtle laws of a hidden order. So you get malicious pleasure in ridiculing patterns that you find too simplistic or too rigid. You can also enjoy underlining the limits of explanations that you find very common. There's something unconventional about the way you are, the way you think and the
way you act. What's your peculiarity made of? Is he an excellent partner? A life off the beaten path? Or are you only distancing yourself from conventional morals? In any case, you get the feeling, sometimes quite vague, that you come out of nowhere, and that you don't belong to any particular group... In short, this means that you cannot
be simplified to comply with existing models. The gap between you and mere mortals is also an element of your power. Your deep insight, first, enables you to put things into perspective and give them only the attention they deserve. Your other notable advantage is your ability to intervene behind the scenes, organise hidden events and
bring the desired result without appearing to impose or dictate anything. However, you still need to overcome one of the major difficulties of this dominant, which is getting people to accept your difference and fit smoothly into your environment. Social and generous character devoid of will. It seems that money falls in one's rounds, whether
it comes from heritage or through work. However, no one knows how to deal with it, and it becomes a source of problems because of a female's machining. Someone is driven by greed and passion and can fall victim to dishonest people. N.B.: symbolic degrees belong to a branch of fatalistic astrology. Their interpretation must be
considered to be especially given the fact that different authors give different meanings to symbolic degrees. That is why they are not included in our Astrotheme reports. If you want, you can immediately receive in your mailbox a detailed astrological portrait of you, a nice gift for yourself or for your close friends and relatives, who will
appreciate it deeply. %DYNAMIQUE_22% Chiron is almost known and used everywhere. Most astrologers see it as a kind of mediator between Saturn and the outer planets. As a result, Chiron is of Saturn's nature and at the same time is influenced by Uranus, the first planet to move slowly. Astrologically, it symbolizes wisdom, patience
and school to reduce the sufferings of others: he is said to be the great healer of the zodiac. Like all secondary bodies, it must be in close collaboration with planets or angles in order to fully express its action. %TEXTES_22% %DYNAMIQUE_23% Ceres, the largest of the four secondary asteroids used in addition to chiron, is associated
with the mythological goddess of plant cultivation and harvesting and also symbolizes natural composition, vitality and fertility. It is also known as Dimitra, according to astrologer Zipporah Dobyns, associated with the symbolism of the mother, but in a less emotional and more natural way than the Moon. Ceres is believed to be the ruler of
Virgo, exalted in Gemini, in exile in Pisces and in autumn in Sagittarius. Keywords related to Ceres could be class, practical sense, anxiety, precision, modesty, method, sobriety, motherhood, fertility, Earth: a kind of more cerebral Moon... %TEXTES_23% %DYNAMIQUE_24% Pallas is sometimes used in modern Astrology: it represents
intelligence, abstract and global thinking talents. It is usually seen as a key element of the political strategy. %TEXTES_24% %DYNAMIQUE_25% Juno is the asteroid corresponding to the adaptation to the marriage partner and the defence of individual rights; is thus used in the field of marriage. %TEXTES_25% %DYNAMIQUE_26%
Vesta is rarely used and brings the ability to effectively devote itself to a cause. %TEXTES_26% True North Node 8°55' Leo The North Node (True Node here) represents the goals to be achieved during life, in the karmic sense according to certain traditions. His place at home shows in what field an effort is needed to evolve. The North
Node is often called the Dragon's head, usually considered beneficial, a bit like Jupiter with the planets. Lunar nodes are imaginary places and not truly celestial bodies: they are the moon's intersections with the Elyptic (the path made by the Sun in its orbit, as seen from Earth). axis of the lunar nodes moves 19 degrees each year, i.e. just
over three minutes each day. The South Node is diametrically opposed to the North Node, so it faces it (it's not drawn here, it's the same symbol but upside down). It symbolizes what has already been achieved or acquired, in Sense: It is the past from which it is recommended to move forward. The South Node is rather negative, of a
Saturnic nature: the experience through pain. Vain, materialistic and superficial character with a series of snobs. The family comes from a high social stratum. One has very good tastes, but also an irresistible tendency to show off. Excessive importance is paid for in appearances, and a lot of money is wasted on displaying one's cosmic
goods. No one has any concerns whatsoever about the basic things of life. Whether one's property is inherited or earned by oneself, one enjoys happiness among one's fellow creatures. N.B.: symbolic degrees belong to a branch of fatalistic astrology. Their interpretation should be considered with the utmost care, especially since different
authors give different meanings to symbolic degrees. That is why they are not included in our Astrotheme reports. True Lilith 4°47' Я Libra Lilith or The Dark Moon (True Lilith here) represents the impenetrable threshold, taboos, challenging and exciting side of the individual, even on a sexual level. It symbolizes violence and ungameability,
the radical and profound refusal to submit. The keywords for lilith can be infertility, sadism, perversion, castration, sadomasochism, eroticism, orgasm, forbidden fantasies, marginalization, cruelty; redemption, lighting, revolutionary... Lilith's opposite point is called Priapos. It's the lunar perigee, the place where the Moon is closest to Earth.
It symbolizes the primitive nature of man, the horror hidden in our deepest selves. masochism, extreme sensuality, impulsiveness, absurdity and hyperbole. Of course speaking, the Dark Moon is the focal point not occupied by Earth: it is not a specific body, but a mathematical point. Reckless and indifferent character devoid of practical
logic. Relationships are not chosen carefully enough and trust is granted very easily. The top of the rock symbolizes a high social status, and the question is whether someone is able to maintain it or not. Women who cope in both the private and professional spheres are more likely to be the cause of repeated failures. Several marriages,
including one illegal, are possible. This degree warns against water and accidents on the mountain. N.B.: symbolic degrees belong to a branch of fatalistic astrology. Their interpretation should be considered with the utmost care, especially since different authors give different meanings to symbolic degrees. That is why they are not
included in our Astrotheme reports. %DYNAMIQUE_29% Part of Fortune is an ancient concept, which ptolemy and other astrologers before him. First of all, it has nothing to do with luck! In modern astrology, it is actually used to strengthen a planet or angle when in close collaboration with it: it thus reinforces the meaning associated with
the point affected by its presence. It's It's in the following way: Part of Fortune = AS + Moon - Sun (is the place moons when the sun rises) The classic part of luck, whose calculus method remains unchanged in either a daily or night chart, is usually distinguished by the daily/nocturnal Part of Fortune calculated from the type AS + Sun -
Moon for a night chart, and AS + Moon - Sun in a daily chart. We are currently using the latest formula for our astrological programs. For more information, see the page dedicated to Arabic sections. %TEXTES_29% %DYNAMIQUE_30% The First House or The Rising represents its behavior in the eyes of others, but also in its health. It
corresponds to the way the person acts in the world. It is the image of the personality that others see and the visible behavior of the person expressed outwards. The 1st House is in proportion to Aries and therefore Mars, and then the Sun. It is a corner house, most importantly with Midheaven, perhaps even more so because of its
connection to the body and health. %TEXTES_30% %DYNAMIQUE_31% The tenth house still called Midheaven, is the highest point among houses, at the top of the chart, in the South, and is related to destiny in general and career (and not daily work as the sixth parliament means). Midheaven represents our achievements and goals in
the social field, our social position in society, and it becomes more and more important as we get older. It's in proportion to Capricorn and Saturn. The Tenth House is the most important corner house along with the Ascendant. %TEXTES_31% %DYNAMIQUE_32% The First House or The Rising represents its behavior in the eyes of
others, but also in its health. It corresponds to the way the person acts in the world. It is the image of personality as seen by others and the visible behavior of the individual is expressed outwards. The 1st House is in proportion to Aries and so is Mars and then the Sun. It is a corner house, most importantly with Midheaven, perhaps even
more so because of its connection to the body and health; The Rising is just as important as the Sun in a genital chart. %TEXTES_32% %DYNAMIQUE_33% The second house is the field of material security, the money we earn, our possessions, also in a symbolic sense (close people etc.). It's in proportion to Taurus and Venus. It's a
house that's a success, very important. %DYNAMIQUE_34% The Third House is the field of social and spiritual apprenticeships, studies, relationships with close people and the environment, short trips, light and fast contacts, matches. It's in proportion to twins and mercury. It is a house, less important than the angular and succedent
ones. %DYNAMIQUE_35% The Fourth House also Immum Coeli is the realm of inner feelings, family, father, home and roots, but also the house one creates. It's the Sweet House, security and cocoon. It's in proportion to cancer and the Moon. It's a corner and important house. %TEXTES_35% %DYNAMIQUE_36% The The house is the
realm of pleasures and erotic affairs (but not commitment or marriage), creations and entertainment, children, arts and play. It's in proportion to Leo and the Sun. It is a succedent and quite important house. %DYNAMIQUE_37% The Sixth House is the field of apprenticeship and effort in the working environment, daily life, health on a daily
basis and not business or long-term illnesses, relationships with colleagues or subordinates, desire for improvement, analysis and detail. It's in proportion to virgin and mercury. It is a cadent house, less important than the angular and succedent ones. %DYNAMIQUE_38% The Seventh House also called Descendant (in front of The
Ascendant) is the realm of partnership, marriage, contracts, relationships with others, the outside world. It's in proportion to Libra and Venus, and Saturn to a lesser extent. It's a corner and important house. %TEXTES_38% %DYNAMIQUE_39% The Eighth House is the realm of emotional security, the depths of self, secrets and
paranormal, transcendence, sexuality, mysteries, disorders, surgeries, other people's money (investments, legacies), crises, transformation after evolution, death. It's in proportion to Scorpio and Pluto, and Mars to a lesser extent. It is a successentent and quite important house. %DYNAMIQUE_40% The Ninth House is the realm of high
studies, both physical and mental journeys (philosophy, spirituality), revolutionary, landscape changes, the desire to deal with the unknown. It's in proportion to Sagittarius and Zeus. It is a cadent house, less important than the angular and succedent ones. %DYNAMIQUE_41% The tenth house still called midheaven, is the highest point
within homes, at the top of the chart, in the South, and relates to destiny in general and career (and not daily work as the sixth house means). Midheaven represents our achievements and goals in the social field, our social position in society, and it becomes more and more important as we get older. It's in proportion to Capricorn and



Saturn. The Tenth House is the most important corner house along with the Ascendant. %TEXTES_41% %DYNAMIQUE_42% The eleventh Parliament is the area of friendship and protection, projects, the search for social acceptance and security, collective and humanitarian actions. It's in proportion to Aquarius and Uranus, and Saturn
to a lesser extent. It is a succedent and quite important house. %DYNAMIQUE_43% The Twelfth House is the realm of hidden things, enemies, closed or remote spaces (hospital, prison, monastery, etc.), trials, secrecy, loneliness, long-term illnesses, but also sincere devotion and real It's in proportion to Pisces and Poseidon.
%DYNAMIQUE_44% The Peak, sometimes called anti-Rising, is a fantastic spot located at the intersection of two large circles, the Ecliptic and the large vertical circle (Prime Vertical) to the west of the birthplace, connecting east, zenith, west and nadir. It's always always to the west of the diagram around the Descendant. It's the fifth
corner of the chart, so to say, less important than the other corners. His interpretation is controversial because some astrologers pay no attention to it. Vertex is sometimes regarded as the second offspring because, like the latter, it is related to communication and exchanges. It has to do with associations and raised encounters, those that
have not been chosen, and reveals the kind of sensitivity and reactivity we have in our dealings with other people: a refined and tolerant way in Libra, simple and spontaneous in Aries, etc% %TEXTES_44% %DYNAMIQUE_45% East Point is a fantastic spot at the intersection of the two great circles , the Elyptic and the large vertical circle
(Prime Vertical) to the east of the birthplace, connecting east, zenith, west and nadir. It is always located to the east of the chart, around Ascendant. The East Point is sometimes seen as a second Ascendant, less important, but also related to how one is considered by other people, and to how one expresses one's personality.
%TEXTES_45% %DYNAMIQUE_46% Cupido is a hypothetical over-supply planet whose existence is not proven. It was invented by Alfred Witte, founder of the famous Hamburg School, and by his student, Friedrich Sieggrün. N.B.: many astrologers believe neither in the influence of Cupido nor in that of all hypothetical planets, asteroids,
Arab segments or other imaginary points. On the other hand, Cupido is related to socialization, the arts, and marital life. On the negative side, it shows vanity, addiction to pleasures, and being strongly influenced by groups of people. %TEXTES_46% %DYNAMIQUE_47% Hades is a hypothetical inter-dwarf planet whose existence has not
been proven. It was invented by Alfred Witte, founder of the famous Hamburg School, and by his student, Friedrich Sieggrün. N.B.: many astrologers believe neither in the influence of Hades nor in that of all hypothetical planets, asteroids, Arab parts or other imaginary points. Hades corresponds to the spiritual rigour, the service provided
to people, in order to be useful. On the negative side? leads to carelessness, indifference, apathy, and chaos. %TEXTES_47% %DYNAMIQUE_48% Jupiter is a hypothetical super-supply planet whose existence has not been proven. It was invented by Alfred Witte, founder of the famous Hamburg School, and by his student, Friedrich
Sieggrün. N.B.: many astrologers believe neither in the influence of Jupiter nor in that of all hypothetical planets, asteroids, Arab parts or other imaginary points. Zeus is associated with creativity, as well as organizational and leadership skills. On the other hand, it can lead to aggression and excessive militancy. %TEXTES_48%
%DYNAMIQUE_49% Kronos is a hypothetical inter-dwarf planet whose existence is not proven. It was invented by Alfred Witte, founder of the famous Hamburg School, and by Friedrich Siegrin. NB: many astrologers believe neither in the influence of Saturn nor in that of all hypothetical planets, asteroids, Arab parts or other imaginary
points. Saturn is about power and intelligence. In a harsh aspect, it can make the person vain, arrogant, or elitist. %TEXTES_49% %DYNAMIQUE_50% Apollo is a hypothetical super-supply planet whose existence has not been proven. It was invented by Alfred Witte, founder of the famous Hamburg School, and by his student, Friedrich
Sieggrün. N.B.: many astrologers believe neither in the influence of Apollo nor in that of all hypothetical planets, asteroids, Arab parts or other imaginary points. Apollo is related to the ability to compose, as well as to the broad-minded and the reputation. In a difficult aspect, it can lead to frivolity or exaggeration. %TEXTES_50%
%DYNAMIQUE_51% Admetos is a hypothetical inter-dwarf planet whose existence is not proven. It was invented by Alfred Witte, founder of the famous Hamburg School, and by his student, Friedrich Sieggrün. N.B.: many astrologers do not believe in the influence of Admetos or that of all hypothetical planets, asteroids, Arab segments or
other imaginary points. Admetos relates to the deep mind, asceticism, simplicity, and analytical mind. In a tough aspect, it can make the face nit-picking, rigid, and narrow-minded. %TEXTES_51% %DYNAMIQUE_52% Vulcanus is a hypothetical inter-dwarf planet whose existence has not been proven. It was invented by Alfred Witte,
founder of the famous Hamburg School, and by his student, Friedrich Sieggrün. N.B.: many astrologers believe neither in the influence of vulcan, nor in that of all hypothetical planets, asteroids, Arab parts or other imaginary points. Vulcanus, sometimes said to be Saturn's highest octave, provides power to improve collective relationships,
structure things, be effective, and get straight to the point. On the other hand, it can bring about arrogance and scattered efforts. %TEXTES_52% %DYNAMIQUE_53% Neptune is a hypothetical inter-dwarf planet whose existence has not been proven. It was invented by Alfred Witte, founder of the famous Hamburg School, and by his
student, Friedrich Sieggrün. N.B.: many astrologers believe neither in the influence of Neptune nor in that of all hypothetical planets, asteroids, Arab parts or other imaginary points. Poseidon brings wisdom, a clear mind and sometimes spirituality. On the negative side, it can make the person dogmatic, manipulative, or out of touch with
reality. %TEXTES_53% %DYNAMIQUE_54% Proserpina, sometimes referred to as Persephone, is a super-rich hypothetical planet. NB: many astrologers do not believe in the influence of Proserpina or that of all hypothetical planets, asteroids, Arab parts or other imaginary points. Proserpina is associated with mysteries, revival and
reconstruction, as well as It enriches the unconscious and enables to combine modern life with spirituality, the East with the West and mysticism with that life. %TEXTES_54% Horoscope and Birth Chart of Bruno Pelletier, born August 7, 1962 (unknown time), Charlesbourg, Quebec (Canada) 4° 47' 3° 32' 10° 47' 7° 33' 10° 39' 20° 17' 8°
55' 14 39' 24° 09' 29° 51' 8° 59' 28° 51' Bruno Peletier (gen. August 7, 1962) is a Quebec singer. Pelletier was born in Charlesbourg, a suburb of Quebec, to Liette and Laurent Pelletier. He was interested in music from an early age. He plays various instruments. In 1983 in Charlesbourg, Pelletier and some friends started English-speaking
rock groups called Amanite and Sneak Preview. After that, wanting to play in French, he started a team called Pëll. At 23, he moved to Montreal, where he sang in a bar. In 1989 he participated in the envol rock competition, where he was awarded a special mention for the quality of his music. In 1991, he had a role in the musical Vu d'en
haut, presented at the Montgolfières Festival in Saint-Jean-sur-Richelieu. Disclaimer: these short snippets of astrological charts are processed by a computer. They have no personal nature. This principle applies to the 58,875 celebrities included in our database. These texts provide the concepts of planets, or combination of planets, in
places and in homes, as well as interpretations of planetary sovereigns according to modern Western astrology rules. Moreover, since Astrotheme is not a war website, no negative aspect that can damage the good reputation of a celebrity is posted here, as opposed to the complete astrological portrait. Introduction Here are some
character traits from Bruno Pelletier's birth chart. This description is far from complete, but it can shed light on his or her personality, which is still interesting for professional astrologers or astrology enthusiasts. Within minutes, you can get at your email address your astrological portrait (about 32 pages), a much more comprehensive
exhibition than this portrait of Bruno Pelletier. NB: Since the birth time of this celebrity is unknown, the chart is planned for 12:00 p.m. - the legal time for his or her place of birth. since astrological homes are not taken into account, this astrological profile quote is less detailed than those for which the birth time is known. The dominant
planets of Bruno Pelletier When interpreting a genital diagram, the best method is to start gradually from the general characteristics to specific. Thus, there is usually a plan to be followed, from the overall analysis of the diagram and its structure, in the description of the different characteristics of its character. In the first part, an overall
analysis of the diagram allows us to understand the main characteristics of the personality and highlight various points that are confirmed or not in the detailed analysis: in any case, these general characteristics are taken into account. The human personality is entity and its description is a complex task. The claim that it sums up quickly is
illusory, although that doesn't mean it's an impossible challenge. It is important to read a genital chart several times in order to absorb all its different meanings and understand all this complexity. But exercise is worth it. In short, a birth chart consists of ten planets: two brilliant bodies, the Sun and moon, three fast-moving or isolated
planets, Mercury, Venus and Mars, two slowly moving planets, Jupiter and Saturn, and three very slow-moving planets, Uranus, Neptune and Pluto. Additional secondary elements are: the Lunar Nodes, the Dark Moon or Lilith, Chiron, and other secondary objects. It is all bowed to the Zodiac wheel consisting of twelve points, from ram to
Pisces, and divided into twelve astrological houses. The first step is to assess the importance of each planet. That's what we call reconnaissance of the dominant planets. This process obeys rules that depend on the sensitivity and experience of the astrologer, but also has precise and stable bases: thus, we can take into account the
parameters of a planet's activity (the number of active aspects that a planet forms, the importance of each aspect according to its nature and its accuracy), parameters of an angular nature. (proximity to the four corners, Rising, Midheaven, Descendant and Ium Coeli or Nadir, all of these are evaluated numerically according to the type of
angle and distance planet-angle) and quality parameters (ruler, exaltation, exile and fall). Finally, other criteria, such as the dominance of The Rising and Midheaven, etc. These different criteria allow a planet to be highlighted and lead to useful conclusions when interpreting the diagram. The overall analysis of the diagram begins with the
observation of three kinds of planetary distributions in the diagram: Eastern or Western Hemisphere, Northern or Southern Hemisphere and quadrants (Northeast, Northwest, Southeast and Southwest). These three distributions set a general tone in terms of introversion and extroversion, will, sociability and behavioural predispositions.
Then there are three additional distributions: elements (called triplicity, since there are three groups of points for each) - Fire, Air, Earth and Water - corresponding to a typology character, modality (or quadriplity with four groups of points for each) - Cardinal, Stable and Mutated - and polarity (Ying and Yang). There are three types of
sovereign: dominant planets, sovereign points and sovereign houses. The beginner thinks astrology means only to ram or sometimes, for example, to Aries Ascendant Virgo. In fact, it's more complicated. Although the Sun and the Rising alone can reveal much of the character - about a third or half of your psychological signature, a person
is neither only the Sun (called the sign) nor just the first house (the Ascendant). Thus, a certain planet planet can be significantly increased; a particular sign or house may contain a group of planets that will bring nuances and sometimes weaken the role of the Rising, sun signal etc. Finally, there are two other criteria: tonations (angular,
succedent and cadent) which is a classification of astrological houses and types of decanates occupied (each mark is divided into three decantates of ten degrees each). They provide some additional information. These general character traits should not be taken literally; is, in a way, preparing to read the diagram. They allow us to
understand the second part of the analysis, which is more detailed and accurate. It focuses on each area of personality and provides a synthesis of all the above parameters according to sound hierarchical rules. Warning: when the time of birth is unknown, which is the case for Bruno Pelletier, some paragraphs become irrelevant;
distributions in hemispheres and quadrants make no sense, and so do the dominant houses and pre-associations of houses. Therefore, some chapters are removed from this section. For all paragraphs, valuation criteria are calculated without taking into account the angles and graces of the Up-and-Coming and the Mesothea. The
methodology maintains its validity, but is less accurate without birth time. Elements and ways for Bruno Pelletier Bruno Pelletier, Fire is dominant in your birth chart and endows you with intuition, energy, courage, self-confidence, and enthusiasm! You are willing to be passionate, to assert your willpower, to move forward, and come hell or
high waters, you can achieve your dreams and your goals. The relative weakness of this element is the difficulty of backing off or a kind of daring that can push you to do silly things. The dominance of water points shows high sensitivity and elevation through emotions, Bruno Pelletier. Your heart and your emotions are your driving forces,
and you can't do anything on Earth unless you feel a strong emotional burden (in fact, the word emotion is essential in your psychology). You have to love to understand and feel to take action, which causes a certain vulnerability that you have to fight. The twelve zodiac signs are divided into three groups or modes, called tetrapods, a
learned word that means only that these three groups include four signs. Cardinal, Fixed, and Mutable are more or less represented in your genital chart, depending on the positions and importance of the planets, as well as from the angles at twelve points. Fixed function corresponds to the majority of items in your chart, Bruno Pelletier,
and represents Desire for safety and durability: you are able to specifically assess a situation and its stability. Surely you would rather play the role of a loyal, stubborn and hard-working person than try new and dangerous experiences - be careful, however, not to confuse perseverance with intransigence. You You cement, and enhance
what you can find in your way: it is your nature, although you are not particularly interested in speed: slow and stable ... Dominant: Planets, Points and Houses for Bruno Pelletier The question of dominant planets exists from the fogs of time in astrology: how nice it would be if a person could be described in a few words and one or more
planets that would represent their character, without having to analyze elements such as rulers, corners, houses, etc! The ten planets - the Sun all over Pluto - are a bit like ten characters in a role-playing game, each having its own personality, its own mode of action, its own strengths and weaknesses. They actually represent a
classification into ten distinct personalities, and astrologers have always tried to link one or more dominant planets to a birth chart, as well as dominant spots and houses. Indeed, it is exactly the same situation as the signs and houses. If planets symbolize characters, the signs represent nuances - the mental, emotional and physical
structures of a person. The sign in which a planet is located is like a character whose characteristics are altered depending on where it lives. In a chart, there are usually one, two or three highlighted marks that allow you to quickly describe its owner. As far as astrological houses are concerned, the principle is even simpler: the twelve
houses correspond to twelve areas of life, and the planets that lease any given increase in the house and emphasize all the relevant parts of life: it can be marriage, work, friendship, etc. In your birth chart, Bruno Pelletier, the ten main planets are distributed as follows: The three most important planets in your diagram are the Sun, Pluto
and Neptune. One of the dominant planets in your genital chart is the Sun. It symbolizes will, magnetism, a sense of honor and dignity. You are a solar being, and often displays charismatic and leading qualities. Your warmth and persuasive power lead you away from pettiness. You like to think big and therefore move on according to what
you decide. Your solar weakness may be related to the sin of pride or to excessive power. The boundaries between pride and vanity are weak: be careful not to bypass it and maintain the kindness of the heart that is part of your charm. With Pluto as the dominant planet in your chart, you are a magnetic and powerful predator, as the
Scorpio sign is ruled by this planet, who must put pressure on others in order to test them. You are always ready to evolve, risk disaster to rebuild - including your own - to live more intensely, at the same time your secret authority over things and people you meet. You may come across as evil, cruel or very bossy, but in fact you only
follow your instincts, you hear people out, and you like to exercise your dominance just because your vital energy is too strong to stay in. You tend to be passionate about Incentives. You're sometimes misunderstood, but one of pluto's great assets is to successfully go through every life test with ever-increasing power. With Neptune as
one of your three dominant planets, you are a secretive and ambiguous person, often confused or unclear about your own motives! Indeed, you are endowed with boundless imagination and inspiration, as well as with an extreme sensibility that can turn you into a psychic or clairvoyant. On the other hand, your impressability is such that
you may have difficulties separating what is specific and solid from hallucinations or dreams. A mystic, a visionary or a poet, you dream, like any Neptunian, and you see what only a few people can see, all that is surrounded by aesthetic fogs when you are fired with enthusiasm. A vast, inexperienced-loving man like you is inevitably likely
to be more vulnerable and easily hurt because of your acute perception of events. In such cases, you are hit in the face, and can be plunged into grim daydreaming and dark melancholy. That said, this mysterious aura certainly gives you an undefined charm in the eyes of your close friends who are often fascinated by your unique ability to
feel and see what ordinary people can never see! In your birth chart, the three most important points - according to the criteria mentioned above - are in descending order of power Leo, Scorpio and Virgo. In general, these signs are important because your Ascendant or Your Sun is there. But that's not always the case: there may be a
cluster of planets, or a planet may be near an angle other than Midheaven or Ascendant. It may also be because two or three planets are considered very active because they form many aspects of these points. So you can display some of the three points' features, a bit like a overlay of features in the rest of your chart, and it's much more
if the mark is highlighted. With Leo as the dominant sign, you naturally shine brightly. Your dignity, sense of honor and generosity can almost turn you into a solar mythological hero, knight or lord from antiquity. People can blame you for your ego, your pride or your somewhat strong authority, but if you're confident, kind-hearted and
strong-willed, it certainly makes for your little flaws, as long as they remain mediocre... Dominated by Scorpio, you are a strong and intelligent person, complex and passionate, sometimes destructive and intolerant, but with a strong will, hard and bold, sometimes bordering on aggressive. So many properties and risks combined in one
person! Obviously, this often leads to a natural Of the people around you: those who stand up to you or admire you and those who can't stand you anymore! But that's exactly what you want. You're who you are, and you're not going to transform yourself just to please. You're very proud and you're never afraid of confrontations, though. of
wrestling is secret as your nature that, mysteriously enough, you are so reluctant to reveal even to your close friends that you will never understand you. That's what he said... what a hell of a charm you have! Virgo, associated with perfectionism, numbers and logic, is among your dominant points: you inherit a sense of responsibility and
merit, a clear mind, a foolproof logic, and the need to be useful and fulfill your work in your best possible way. Obviously, people may think that you are too moderate or restrained, suspicious or pessimistic because of your highly critical mind, but aren't logic and wisdom great qualities? Of course it is. In addition, you keep your feet on the
ground, never behave irrationally and you are helpful and hardworking – what more can you ask for?! After this paragraph on the dominant planets, by Bruno Pelletier, here are the characteristics of the character that you should read more carefully than the previous texts, since they are very specific: the texts on the dominant planets give
only basic information about personality and remain quite general: they emphasize or, on the contrary, mitigate different peculiarities or aspects of a personality. A human being is a complex set and only the bodies of texts can try to successfully calculate all the finer points. The Moon in Scorpio: the sensitivity of Your sensitivity is intuitive
and insightful Bruno Pelletier. Your worsening influence and feelings are secretive, intense, profound and sensual. Your magnetic nature seduces. You know the strange charm you exert and gladly cultivate this mysterious aura. Your feelings are so strong that you may feel you have to suppress them sometimes. But the more you try to
control them, the stronger they get. Therefore, your jealousy can reach such levels that it can hurt. Without half a meter, you become aggressive and you can hurt because your internal radar instinctively detects other people's weaknesses. Your feelings are often filled with eroticism and you are an explosive mixture of clarity, erotic tension
and constant provocation but... You're so charming! Your nature is attractive, even enchanting. After all, the only people you offend are the middle course fans... Hermes in Leo: his intellect and social life Your spiritual and nervous energy is important, Bruno Pelletier, with good concentration skills and strong determination. You have a lot
of planning and organization skills and enthusiasm. Your fnity is deep and you never hesitate to solve other people's problems. Consider y as a trustworthy person and enjoy it very much. You believe in your own abilities and you tend to talk to dramatic pompous because you want to attract attention. People who don't share your opinion
are in trouble! Your determination is stronger and you can be stubborn and stiff, because you don't accept it easily when your ideas or actions are criticised. are criticised. People think you're claiming yourself in an authoritarian and condescending way, but you don't know it and, therefore, you keep thinking you're right. Venus in Virgo and
the Sun in Leo: influence and seductiveness of In your chart, the Sun is in Leo, and Venus in Virgo. Leo is in love with love, eager to shine and be in every promising situation. On the other hand, Virgo is more anxious to organize her realm than to expand its territory; it must check the information at its disposal rather than broaden its
sphere of activity. These contradictions are probably reflected in your emotional behaviors: while your ambitions and models bring you an offensive mind and you are absorbed into your intense thirst for dominance, your desires and physical tendencies are more balanced and restrained. Therefore, the image you project can hide your true
nature, which is emotional, sensitive, modest and vulnerable. It's part of your charm, but it's also your Achilles heel: quid pro quos can come from the image you're trying to give of yourself because, inevitably, it's distorted by your will to unnecessarily display it. Your natural dignity (laudable as long as it's not an exaggeration) is much to
your honor, but it can also be the source of misunderstandings. Does the person who loves you know your emotional ambitions? Mutual trust is one of the fundamental keys to your fulfill. When passion and wisdom do well, you become able to give your best. Bruno Pelletier, within you, emotions are strong and strong. However, never
show them before weighing and considering all the possible consequences of your reasons and your actions: fieriness and spontaneousness are mildly down because you can't help controlling yourself, probably because of your modesty, your discretion or your shyness; you are afraid because you are so anxious with the opinion of other
people that you see passion, or expressing your feelings too quickly, as sources of danger. However, you are helpful, simple, and don't make a fuss around. Logic prevails in your love life but your heart can be rekindled when the frame is well organized and everyday life is carefully treated with good logic, cleanliness and cleanliness. Your
sensitivity prompts you to avoid excesses and outbursts and so you think you can achieve happiness without risk. The Sun in Leo: his will and inner motivations Psychologically speaking, your nature is strong and confident. You are a leader whose strength and kindness naturally evoke the respect and commitment of your environment
and your legitimacy is undeniable. The sense of your command, the price constantly your face, your prestige and your gift is a whole that brings you to the fore wherever you go. As you are born under this sign, you are proud, determined, deliberate, faithful, formal, generous, ambitious, courageous, heroic, lively, creative, confident,
seductive, happy, happy, proud, majestic, honest, magnanimous, charismatic, responsible, gentle, brilliant, radiant, dramatic, affectionate, full of humor, flamboyant, swaggering and confident. You can also be authoritarian, vain, sensitive, authoritarian, stubborn, intolerant, self-centered, irascible, violent, and nonchalant. In love, sir, you're
very demanding. You're a strong and loyal lover. Your partner must be the most beautiful and brilliant person and she must make you feel that he admires you. In such a case, your generosity has no limit and you give your love without reservation, with kindness, liberalism and luxury. You can create a stable and brilliant home where
children have the essential part. The main danger is that you value trust to the extent that you grant it generously but very hastily: if you happen to find that your trust is wrong, the whole world around you is falling apart and the relationship is forever broken. In this respect, you are cut and dried and feel so hurt and humiliated that you can
rarely forgive. Another similar danger comes from the fact that your expectations are very high and it is very unlikely that real life offers such unconditional and lasting love: for this reason, it is not uncommon to never get married, much more so because your self-centered character is not prone to self-doubt... Mars in Gemini: Bruno
Pelletier's ability to take action, your mental activity is exuberant. Ideas buzz at high speed and you have the ability to think about many different things and edit them at the same time. You are less interested in actions on the concrete or physical level, because once you see a solution, its application is not as important anymore, since the
crucial thing is that your mind remains stirring enthusiastically. You are cerebral and curious and your sexuality is filled with fantasies, where pleasant ideas are mixed with reinforcing and enriching desires. Therefore, you are not simple, but if your partner follows you, the bet is really worth it. Verbal jousting, the pleasure of discussing and
discussing is constant, with you. The only danger is to irritate people who may not have your speed or your sense of humor. Conclusion This text is just an excerpt from the portrait of Bruno Pelletier. If you want to take your own astrological portrait, much more complete that this quote, you can order it on this page. Do you belong to Zeus,
benevolent and generous? The Martian guy, active and a go-getter? The venusian guy, charming and seductive? The lunar type, imaginative and sensitive? The solar type, noble and charismatic? The type, original, uncompromising and a lover of freedom? The Plutoian guy, bossy and secretive? The mercurian guy, cerebral, curious and
fast? The Neptian guy, visionary, capable of empathy and imprintable? The Saturian guy, deep, persistent and responsible? You are more than the type of fire, energetic energetic Intuitive? The type of water, emotional and receptive? The Earth type, realistic and effective? Or the type of air, gifted to communication and highly intellectual?
11 planetary despots and 57 characteristics are revised, quantified and interpreted. then your psychological portrait is described in detail, in a comprehensive document of about 32-36 pages, full of fascinating and original information about yourself. Astrological reports describe many of the characteristics of the character and sometimes
go deeper into understanding a personality. Please always keep in mind that human beings are constantly evolving and that many parts of our psychological structures are likely to be expressed later, having suffered significant life experiences. It is recommended to read a portrait in retrospect in order to appreciate its astrological content.
Under this situation, you will be able to take full advantage of this type of study. The analysis of an astrological portrait consists in understanding four types of elements that interact with each other: ten planets, twelve zodiac points, twelve houses, and what are called folds between planets (the 11 most commonly used aspects are:
combination, contrast, square, trine, sextile, quincunx, semi-sextile, sesqui-quadrate, quintile and bi-quintile. The first 5 aspects listed are called important aspects). The planets represent typologies of our human psychology: sensitivity, influence, ability to take over, will-power, spiritual process, ability, and taste for communication etc., all
independent aspects of character are divided here for practical reasons. The twelve points that form the space where the planets move will color, so to say, these typologies with each planet at its specific point. They will then enrich the quality of these computers, as expressed by the planets. Zodiac is also divided into twelve astrological
houses. This only makes sense if the time of birth is known, because within minutes, the twelve houses (including the 1st, the Ascendant) change significantly. They correspond to twelve specific areas of life: external behaviour, material, social and family life, relationship, home, love life, daily work, cooperation, etc. Each planet located in
each house will then act according to the meaning of its home, and a second coloring enriches again the active forces symbolized by the planets. Finally, relations will settle between the planets, creating a third structure, which completes the basic meanings of the planets. A set of ancient rules, which has stood the test of experience over
hundreds of years (although astrology is ongoing, only reliable evidence is incorporated into classic apply to organize the entire diagram into a hierarchy and allow your personality to be interpreted with texts. The planets that are usually analyzed are the Sun, the Moon, Mercury, Venus, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune and Pluto, which
means two luminaires Sun and Moon) and 8 planets, a total of 10 planets. Additional secondary elements can be taken into account, such as asteroids Chiron, Vesta, Pallas, Ceres (especially Chiron, better known), lunar nodes, the Dark Moon or Lilith, and even other instruments: astrology is a discipline in motion. Astrological studies,
including astrological portrait, pair compatibility, preventive work, and horoscopes evolve and become more accurate or deeper as time goes by. Accuracy: as for horoscopes with a known birth time, according to Tradition, we consider that a planet near the beginning (called cuspide) of the next house (less than 2 degrees for Ascension
and Midheaven, and less than 1 degree for all other houses) belongs to this house: our texts and sovereigns take this rule into account. You can also choose not to consider this shift in form, and also note the koch option or equal house system instead of Placidus, the default house system. Warning: In order to avoid any confusion and
any possible controversy, we want to draw your attention to the fact that this sample of celebrities is very complete and therefore also includes unwanted people, since each category is represented: in addition to artists, musicians, politicians, lawyers, professional soldiers, poets, writers, singers, explorers, scientists, academics, religious
figures, saints, philosophers, wise men, astrologers, psychics, athletes, chess champions, famous victims, historical characters, members of royal families, models, painters, sculptors and comic book writers or other real celebrities, there are also famous killers, tyrants and dictators, serial killers, or other characters whose image is very,
often so negative. As for the latter, we must remember that even a monster, or at least a person who has committed abhorrent crimes, has some human qualities, often observed by his or her close environment: these passages come from computer programs devoid of war intentions and may seem too soft or forgiving. The positive side of
each personality is deliberately stressed. The negative aspects have been deleted here - not the same in our full reports on the sale - because it could harm the families of these people. We hope he doesn't recover from the victims' side. Testimonies of numerology are found in the most ancient civilizations and show that numerology
precedes astrology. This discipline examines the first name, surname, and date of birth, and assigns a meaning to the alphabetical letters according to the numbers that symbolize them. The course of life, based on the date of birth, provides clues as to the type of fate that one is destined to experience. It is one of the elements to be
calculated with, along with the expression number, active number, intimacy number, achievement number, hereditary number, dominant numbers or missing numbers, or also the area of expression, etc. Your birth The Path of Your Life is influenced by the number 6, Bruno, and shows a destiny characterized by a strong desire for love,
reconciliation and harmony. You feel driven by an ideal of perfection that brings responsible behavior and dedication to a team, a family, or a homeland... At times, your thirst for balance pushes you to adopt intransigent, even tyrannical attitudes, which are the other side of the coin for your constant concern for equality and justice, which is
sometimes frustrated by the brutal reality. You undoubtedly demonstrate loyalty to your parents or your spouse, which is a sign that your family life is harmonious. In this area, because of your sense of duty, you are a reliable person. Your balance depends on a harmonious life and on your ability to make good choices. In these conditions
your properties can fully bloom: creativity, altruism, personal brilliance... Bruno Pelletier was born under the sign of the Tiger, element Water Chinese astrology presents to us as a legacy of ancient wisdom and invites us to develop an awareness of our inner capabilities. It is believed that the wise man is not subjected to stellar influences.
However, we must gain clarity and distance without which we remain locked in an unrelenting destiny. According to the legend of the Animal Circle, Buddha invited all animals to say goodbye to them before he left our world. Only a dozen species answered Buddha's call. They form the Chinese Zodiac and symbolize the twelve paths of
wisdom that still apply nowadays. The Asian wise man believes that a path is neither good nor bad. One can and must develop his potential. The first step is to get to know himself. You often show a lot of impulsiveness: passionate and warm, you are very emotional and sensitive to the emotional nature of any relationship. You are often
reckless and hardly tolerate ties of allegiance and subjugation. You must take control of your life and free yourself from the limits imposed on you by life. You tend to take dangerous, even excessive postures. It is the other side of the coin for your desire to live strongly ... You need the support and appreciation of your escort. Whether you
recognize it or hide it carefully, your self-confidence is just one look: you're vulnerable and more than anyone, you worry about the image you're projecting. You manage your life with the constant interest in shining and being in every situation. Thus, you do not accept contradictions, errors or failures. Your properties are in your excellent
panache and the ability to constantly exceed your limitations. Your hatred of moderate and average situations is legendary! You need elegance. I don't know what you're You're enthusiastic and you're giving your life a dramatic and spectacular turn. It is possible that you will have to control your pride as time passes. No one's perfect,
including Tiger! Chinese astrology has five elements, which are referred to as Wood, Fire, Earth, Metal and Water. You're deeply related to Agent Water. In China, this element corresponds to the planet Mercury, the black color and the number 6. You are particularly sensitive to your environment, the atmosphere of a place and the climate
of a meeting. High receptivity allows you to naturally perceive the stakes that govern people and situations. You are wary of nature, you favor emotions and inner life, leaving challenges and audacity to other people. You often maintain a certain distance and share your true feelings with only a few close friends. It's probably because you
know that real communication is a difficult exercise. Everything in your sphere is pure subtlety and nuance. The danger is that you can escape from realities and indulge in indolence without fulfilling your responsibilities. This is the other side of the coin of your exceptional sensitivity and your exceptional insight. You feel in harmony with a
few people. However, this selectivity forges relationships that are long-lasting because they are natural and genuine. Note: when the time of birth is unknown, (12:00 p.m. (unknown)), these portrait excerpts do not take into account the parameters resulting from time, which means, the domification (Ascendant, astrological houses, etc.).
However, these analyses remain accurate in each case. Regarding the sources of our birth data, please note that the pages we publish are a starting point for more detailed research, although they seem useful to us. When the sources are contradictory, which rarely happens, after we analyze them, we choose the most reliable.
Sometimes, we publish a date of birth just because it's available, but we don't claim it's the best, under any circumstances. Means.
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